
Contact information

InstaMed

Deirdre Ruttle  c: 609-220-0332                     

Anderson Interactive

Dave Anderson  c: 770-401-1044
Jennifer Jennings  c: 770-900-5456
Adrienne Stoner  c: 770-324-5720 
Tom Testa   c: 617-872-0184 

Event Live-Tweeting

Anderson Interactive will be live-tweeting to the @InstaMed Twitter account throughout the conference.  
If there are particular items, photos, thoughts of interest that InstaMed would like to share, please let  
Dave Anderson know via text 770-401-1044 or email dave@andersoni.com.

General Editorial Talking Points

•    Preview of the upcoming Annual Trends in Payments Report insights 

•    Shark Tank’s Robert Herjavec to headline InstaMed’s Healthcare Payments Conference – preview  
Robert’s session on how consumerism will affect healthcare payments

•    Strategies for creating a better and more secure patient experience through the payment process

•    Case study discussions with Boston Children’s Hospital and other healthcare providers to discuss  
the reinvention of their payments process 
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Schedule at a Glance

Tuesday, February 12, 2019

When:  12:00-12:30 p.m.
Editor:  Chris Harrop
Media: MGMA Connection
Where:  InstaMed booth #1987
Who:   Deirdre Ruttle

Chris Harrop, Senior Editorial Director, @MGMAChris

InstaMed coverage in MGMA Connection
•    Changing the game: Rewriting the playbook on patient billing – January 2018

•    Submitted: Four Ways Group Practices Are Making Patients Unhappy and How to Change That  
– September 2018

•    Submitted: Healthcare Can No Longer Afford to Resist the Digital Revolution – October 2018 

•    Finding Patient Engagement in the Billing and Payments Process – March 2019

Discussion Topic: Chris would like to discuss patient consumerism, the InstaMed Trends Report and any 
physician practice examples/case studies.

Frequency: Published 4 times a year (Print) 
Circulation: Print – 23,000 
Target Audience: Medical Practice Leaders

MGMA Connection 
MGMA Connection magazine is the leading magazine for medical practice management, providing in-depth 
coverage of key industry topics and tip-oriented articles for medical practice professionals in all types 
of healthcare delivery organizations. Articles appeal to practice leaders at all stages of their careers and 
provide practical solutions, MGMA data and practice/member profiles that inspire and guide medical 
practice professionals. Content is provided by MGMA editors and staff, industry leaders and MGMA 
members. MGMA Connection magazine is published four times a year: January, March, July and September.

https://www.mgma.com/resources/landing-pages/mgma-connection-magazine
https://www.mgma.com/resources/landing-pages/mgma-connection-magazine
https://twitter.com/mgmachris


When: 3:00-5:00 p.m. 
Editor: Susan Morse  
Media: Healthcare Finance | HIMSSTV
Where: InstaMed booth #1987
Who: Deirdre Ruttle 

Susan Morse, Senior Editor, @susanjmorse

Recent articles by Susan: 
•  Easing time spent on prior authorization requires industry-wide adoption of electronic transactions
•  NYU Langone tackles end-of-life care decision-making
•  Top 10 payer stories of 2018

Discussion Topic: We’re still working with Susan on her schedule but HIMSS is doing a lot of video this 
year and would like to swing by the InstaMed booth with a camera for a 5-minute interview on Wednesday 
between 3-5 p.m. 

UVPM: 159,829
Target Audience: Senior financial managers at hospitals and integrated delivery networks, large physician 
practices, healthcare insurers and ancillary service organizations

Healthcare Finance 
Healthcare Finance provides reports on efforts by healthcare facilities to manage and control costs. Contains 
coverage of financial challenges faced by healthcare providers and payers in light of high healthcare costs 
and an aging population. Editorial chronicles the tools, techniques and strategies used to address the 
industry’s pressing financial imperatives.

Topics covered include industry news, hospitals and IDNs, community care, payers, solutions and services, 
revenue cycle, uninsured care, consumerism, policy, transactions, technology beat and management beat.

When: 1:50-2:10 p.m.
Editor: Roberta Mullin
Media: HealthcareNOW Radio
Where: Media Interview Room, W314B, Level 3
Who: Deirdre Ruttle

Roberta Mullin, Editor in Chief, @mssoftware & @HITECHAnswers & @HCNowRadio

At HIMSS, Roberta will want to user her digital voice recorder to capture a “HIMSS Moment,” a five-minute 
podcast that she will edit and place on her site and various online platforms such as HealthcareNOWradio. 

HealthcareNOWradio.com is an internet radio station operated and produced as part of Answers Media 
Network. The station and companion website debuted in February 2012 at the HIMSS Conference in Las 
Vegas. The station offers interviews, commentary and speeches from industry leaders in healthcare and 
health information technology.

Wednesday, February 13, 2019
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